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AND GOLD TEAM
DOWNS CLARK QUINTET

I

Team Shows Improvement
as Fast Passing Attack
Brings Victory

SCHOOLS COMMITTEE IS
FORMED BY THE ALUMNI

I

Committee Will Form Relations
with the Leading Prep
Schools

JOE FLEMING STARS

FIVE STUDENTS NAMED

Cat>tain Score Six Ba. kets-West
Hartford Boys' Club Falls
Before Jayvee
FiYe.

Four Gradua tes Including Robert
B. O'Connor, President of the
Alumni, are Members of the
Com mittee.

Flashing a brilliant passing attack,
Blue and Gold 'varsity basketball
led by Captain Joe Fleming,
fifteen points, easily dethe fast Clark University team.
For the fir t five minutes Clark
the most powerful offense
has been seen on the Hopkins
floor in several seasons, and
looked decidedly bad for the
and Gold. Bowes, the visiting
scored a field goal on a play
from the first tap-off.
Brierly followed with another and
Bowe
cored again on a field goal
and a foul goal, giving Clark a 7 to
0 lead. Bialick was the fir st to score
for Trinity. From then on. the Blue
and Gold's score mounted steadily until a basket by Galino sent the home
team into the lead at 10 to 9. The
teams played on even terms until a
few moments before the close of the
half. when two baskets by Meier
and one by Galino gave the home
team a 20 to 15 advantage at halftime.
In the second half the Trinity offen e was the strongest that it has
been all season, and led by Joe Fleminl!.', the team rolled up a 39 to 19
lead. At this point Coach Oosting
ubstituted some of his reserves.
The entire team played better as a
unit, passing continually, and hot trying as many long hots as in previous
(Continued on page 5.)

At a meeting held January 10 at
the call of Robert B. O'Connor, '16,
President of the Alumni Association,
there was organized a committee of
graduates and undergraduates to undertake t he work of making and maintaining contacts between Trinity and
various secondary schools.
As the project was explained at the
meeting, the committee, which is to be
known as "The Schools Committee",
will be a focal point for all alumni
and undergraduate work designed to
interest students in Trinity as their
college. It will keep the schools informed of Trinity's activities and
progress through dissemination of
TRIPODS, "lvys", and other material,
will be in charge of sending news
items concerning present undergraduates to the papers of their schools,
and will in other ways endeavor to
make the college better known among
prospective students. Also the committee will serve as a center of information for the r eceipt from alumni or undergraduates of the names of
prospective students and their desires
in regard to the college courses they
hope to pursue.
The members of the committee, appointed by President O'Connor afte:.;
consulting with President Ogilby,
(Continued on page 3.)

YALE PALEONTOLOGIST
SPEAKS IN BOARDMAN
Evolution of the Whale Subject
of Lecture by Dr. Lull for
Extension Students
Choosing the evolution of the whale
a> a topic for a lecture, Dr. Richard S.
Lull, Director of the Peabody Natural
History Museum at Yale University,
poke to a group of faculty members
and students in Boardman Hall last
Tue day evening. He was introduced
by Professor Troxell, of the Geology
Drpartment of Trinity College, who
noted that a Trinity audience had
li tened to Dr. Lull twenty years ago.
llr. Lull, whose researches in paleonIDiogy have made him famous all over
the world, has associated with Professor Troxell in this branch of study
the lecture included
],at has been learned of the history
the whale, his physical features,
d his present manner of living. Dr.
Lull also explained the speciali st's
of determining the periods of
e animal's existence, first as a land
animal and then as a fish. During his
lk he called up a number of popular
llacies concerning whales and atto explain and account for
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NEW BUILDING PROGRAM COUNCIL PROPOSES NEW
SAINT. ANTHONY WINS
PLANS ANNOUNCED
THE S. T. MILLER CUP
RULES FOR RUSHING
Psi Upsilon is Defeated in the
1" inais of Interfraternity
Squash Play

Extension of Williams Memorial
Planned and Contract for
Dorm to be Awarded

In a closely fought engagement
Saint Anthony Hall defeated P i Upsilon last Tuesday in the finals of
the Interfraternity Squash Racquets
Tournament by the score of three
matches to two. The winning of the
tournament made Saint Anfhony Hall
the first fraternity to be awarded the
Sidney T. Miller trophy. The Sigma
·n the
Nu fraternity placed third l
tournament.
In the finals match R. D. Britton
of Saint Anthony defeated R. E. Martini, J. S. Burke defeated W. S.
Grainger, and R. A. Clark of Saint
Anthony defeated J. B. Meeker. Fo1·
Psi Upsilon C. F. Jacobson vanquished
W. H . Benjamin and Jerome Wyckoff
defeated John Mason. All the individual matches were close, several of
them going to five games, and the
outcome of the play was in doubt
until the end of the final game o:f
the match between Clark and Meeker.
The following fraternities received
three points apiece fot· having full
representation in each of its matches:
Saint Anthony, Psi Upsilon, Sigma
Nu, Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, Alpha Chi Rho, and the two
Neutral teams, the Blues and the
Golds. The only teams not having
full representation were Alpha Tau
Kappa and Delta Phi.
The total point score toward the
(Continued on page 3.)

CONTEST FOR WORKMEN

System of Sealed Bids Planned
to Supervise Pledging by
Fraternities

At a meeting held in St. Anthony
Hall last Tuesday night, the InterSix Remaining Windows of Crypt fraternity Council devised a plan for
Chapel Completed-Organ
governing rushing activities next fall.
to be Installed Next
The proposed form of this plan will
Summ er.
be completed at the next meeting of
the Council, and the following night
Many new developments have re- it will be sent to the various fratercently been announced by President
nity houses on the campus. When the
Ogilby concerning the present conhouses have separately voted upon it,
struction of the new chapel and the
the plan will be returned to the
proposed plans for the new dormitory. The architects have also be- Council with the suggested amendgun to draw plans for a connection ments attached. Wh·en the Council
between the administration wing, Wil- .and the fraternities have agreed upon Calls Evolution a Magnificent
iiams Memorial, and the west wall of a final plan, it will be put into effect
Process-Nothing in Nature
the Chapel, and the enlargement of immediately.
Opposed to It
the library and office space thus made
To the proposed plan, containing
possible.
many of the rules of last year, many
Students who attended last WednesThe remaining six windows for t he n-ew rulings have been added. Unlike
Crypt Chapel have been COI\1pleted last year's, it includes a system of day's chapel had the pleasure of hearand they will be set in place next sealed bids, whic~ shall be distributed ing Dr. Richard S. Lull, director of
week. These six include: one given by the Council at an assembly of the Peabody Museum at Yale, speak
by the workmen, one given by the ar- freshmen on the last day of freshman on the topic, "A Scientist's Concepchitects, and another presented by week. Selected freshmen must have tion of the Creation."
Dr. Lull said that there were three
the class of 1930 in memory of Dor- accepted one or rejected all of the
ancc Coles, who died last March.
A bids offered them befol'e leaving this theories of the creation: the direct
third has been presented by the fam- assembly, and then, after a few days, creation theory, the experimental
ily of Christopher Thurber, '05, for during which there will be no rushing, creation theory, and the potential
whom a memorial service was held "cut-throat" methods may be used for creation theory. The best statement
Ia t October in the College Chapel, the remainder of the year. In this way of the direct creation theory, accordand another in memory of Rev. it is hoped that the Interfraternity ing to Dr. Lull, is to be found in the
George Hewson Wilson, '93, who left Council, with the assurance of an first chapter of Genesis. This story
a bequest to the college. The sixth honor system among the houses, may of the creation is admirably fitted for
is in memory of a friend of the col- regulate rushing and pledging next children, as it was written for a
lege, Frank Richmond of Providence, fall so that the freshmen can make people in intellectual childhood. This
R. 1., who left a sum of money in 1873
(Continued on page 5.)
version was accepted in its entirety
towards the building of a new chapel.
by the Christians, and was the result
'
. The artist has started work on the
of the efforts of a Jesuit priest.
The business depal'tment of rose window to be placed in the west
This old orthodox belief received a
Members of the alumni who
THE TRINITY TRIPOD em- wall, and also a window representing wish to svb,·cribe to tlie re- blow when fossils were discovered at
" nounces that competition fo1· l the Last Supper to be set over the al- maining editions of THE the Montmarte of Paris. Many reasons
were advance.d by the faithful to
the executi-ve offices of Busi- l tar of the North Chapel.
TRINITY TRIPOD em' re- explain this phenomenon. Among
Tile contract for the organ has been
ness Mcmag e1·, and CiTcula- 1 given to Skinner & Company, of Bos- quested at this time to fill out these reason were : that they were
t1"on Manag e1·, opens for mem- 1 ton. It will be built in their factory the subscription blank appear- mineral forms; that they were models
b(' J'S of the Sophomore Class at Dorchester and set up in the chapel ing .on page five of this issue. of the creation; that they were put
011 F ebTUCi?"Y 10.
All rnen next September. In addition to the A special offer· of one dollar there by the Devil to tempt the unwary; that they were fai lures of the
desiring to compete at this large organ, Skinner & Compa11y, are
$1.00) which closes on creative
going to build a small organ for the
force in the earth; and worst
time, must communicate with Crypt Chapel which will have pedals M a1·ch 1Oth, is now being of a ll that
they were put there to
the Business Manage1·.
and two manuals so that it can be mado for the alwnni only.
deceive the scientists. However, a
~lmlllt111111111"1tii1111UIIIIIIIIIIItiiiii!Utll111 1 111111111!111111111111111111111111111111111I I IIIIUIII~IIIIIIIIIIIU.~
(Continued on page 5.)
(Continued on page 5.)
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PROF. LULL SPEAKS IN
THE COLLEGE CHAPEL
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BASKETBALL TOURNEY
ATHENAEUM SOCIETY
BORROW MANUSCRIPTS NEW ENGLAND COLLEGES
YALE POST GIVEN TO
. FORMERTRINITY PROF. TODEBATEBUFFALO U.
TO BEGIN THIS WEEK EXHIBITED IN LIBRARY
TO SING AT BUSHNELL
Dr. William M. Urban to Join
Yale Faculty-Taught Here
for Eighteen Years
Dr. William M. Urban, who was for
eighteen years the Brownell professor
of Philosophy at Trinity, has been
given a professorship of philosophy
in the Yale Graduate School. He is
to join the Yale faculty in February
directly after the Mid-year period.
,PrQ.fessor Urban came to Trinity in
1902 and in 1920 he became the Stone
professor of Philosophy in Dartmouth
College which post he held for a decade.
Dr. Urban is a graduate of Princeton University of the class of 1895.
There he received the Chancellor
Green Fellowship, under which he
studied for two years at the universities of Leipzig and Jena, receiving
his Ph.D. from Leipzig in 1897 magna
cum laude.
During the 18 years Professor Urban
spent in Hartford he became prominent in the city. He served as member of the draft board during the
years of the war and was at that t ime
connected with the editorial staff of
the "Hartford Courant."
Professor Urban is a recognized
authority on many branches of philosophy and is a frequent contributor to
many philosophical publications. He
was at one time the president of the
American Philosophical Association
and has written and lectured widely
His most recent
on the subject.
book, "The Fundamentals of Ethics,"
was published last year by Henry Holt
& Company.
His bo ok, "Valuation,
Its Nature and Laws," was published
while he was still at Trinity, and was
the first systematic book on that subject to be written in English and his
definition of values has been incorporated into the latest edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Professor
Urban has been connected in an editorial capacity with the "Dictionary
of Philosophy and Psychology" and
with the "Psychology Bulletin."

Last Term's Officers Reelected Peter Ogilby Cup to be Awarded Richardson W right Loans College Paul Twaddle Will Conduct the
to the Winner of Elimination
for Spring Season-Society to
First Editions of Greatest
Glee Club in its F irst
Tournament
Have Insignia
Gypsy Author
Competition
The quarterly business meeting of
the Athenaeum Society was held last
Monday, evening, at which time all
former officers, Charles E . Jacobson,
president; J . Jack Sharkey, vice-president; and Winston D. Hall, secretary
and treasurer, were re-elected for the
coming semester. It was moved that
all elections in the future should be
held semi-annually, thus eliminating
the friction of unnecessary elections,
and insuring greater efficiency of
activity for the officers.
As there has been of late some discussion concerning charms to be
awarded to members of the society
whose work during the year warrants
this distinction, the society moved to
accept the design submitted by t he
L. G. Balfour Company, of Attleboro,
Mass. The design of t he Athenaeum
charm is a replica of the seal of t he
society which was used at the time
of its founding at Washington College "in 1824.
Athena is depicted
holding in her right hand a scroll
upon which a Greek motto is inscribed. Surrounding the figure is a
Latin inscription, t he motto of the
society .. The old insignia, which was
located with the assistance of Dr.
Arthur A. Adams, has been accepted
with a few minor changes as the official insignia of the Athenaeum.
A schedule of debates has been arranged for the coming term. T. John
McKee, manager of debate, has announced t hat a challenge has been received from Colby College suggesting as a topic for debate the general
proposition of unemployment. This
challenge was not accepted, however,
as it was fe lt that the date stipulated
left too little time for adequate preparation. However, a debate with t he
University of Buffalo will take place
in Alumni Hall on March 2 or 4, on
the proposition, "Resolved, That Several States Enact Legislation Providing for Compulsory Unemployment
Insurance to which the Employee
Shall Contribute." The members of
the debating squad feel that this
event will be the most difficult of the
season, as the University of Buffalo
men are scheduled to meet the teams
of such institutions as Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton. The debate will be
carried out in the Oxford style, the
same as used last year in the meeting
with the Connecticut Aggie team.
Another engagement, with the Connecticut Aggie team will be held at
(Continued on page 5.)

PROF. SHEPARD READS
"THE UNCELESTIAL CITY" N. B. ABBOTT IS ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF JESTERS
Small Group Meets at Informal
Gathering Held in
English Room
On Tuesday night, February 3, at
7.30 o'clock, at an informal gathering
held in the English Room, Professor
Shepard, head of the English Department at Trinity College, read " The
1Jncelestial City", by Humbert Wolfe.
lt has been Professor Shepard's
'Custom to hold these meetings ever
since his arrival at Trinity College,
and this year they will be held every
Tuesday night at 7.30 o'clock from
now until the middle of March.
At the next meeting, February 10,
some works of the well-known English
and American humorist, P. G. Wodehouse, will be read.
After the completion of the reading
the meeting was thrown open for a
general discussion. Dean Hood assailed "The Uncelestial City" as not
being first-class reading matter, but
Professor Shepard's reply was that he
sees no reason why at these meetings
literature which is in some way faulty
should not be read in order to test
the critical views of the listeners. It
is his contention that enough perfect
works are read in the classrooms.

Presentation of' "The Pigeon"
Delayed by Failure to
Find Coach
At a business meeting of The
Jesters held last Thursday afternoon,
February 5, Nathaniel B. Abbott, '32,
was elected president of the organization. He succeeds William D. Guckenbuehler.
Abbott has been active in The
Jesters since his Freshman year, having taken parts in plays since that
time. H e has also been active in
many other Trinity organizations,
having been librarian and vice-president of the Glee Club, a member of
the Sophomore Dining Club, a member of the Choir and the College
Quartet, as well as being on the staff
of THE TRI POD and co-editor with
Guckenbuehler of the Intercollegiate
Nr•ws.
The Jesters expected to be able to
give Galsworthy's play, "The Pigeon",
after the mid-year examinations, but
the failure to find a coach has delayed
the production. However, President
Abbott announced that The Jesters
should be able to produce the play
some time after the Easter vacation.

The basketball tournament starts
this week, and is being looked forward
to eagerly by all the fraternities as
well as the neutral body. P rofessor
Oosting, head of the Department of
P hysical Education, declares that
t her e is more interest being shown
t his year t han ever before, proof
of t his fact being found in the gymnasium, where various players are
practicing continually.
This year the tournament will be
run on the order of a round r obin.
Thus, the teams defeated in t he first
round will have a consolation tour nament, the winner of which will play
t he r unner-up in the major tournament in order to decide the second
and third places. The Peter Ogilby
cup will be awarded to t he winner.
Another change that has been made
is that this will be an elimination
tournament, and t he games will be of
fo ur 8-minute quarters, instead of two
10-minute halves, as formerly.
The first ten 'Varsity men are ineligible to play in this tournament,
but will receive three points apiece
for their respective fraternities. Junior 'Varsity men are eligible to play.
Alt hough pre-season forecasts are
worth little when the game begins,
the tournament should be hotly c6ntested.
However, the Sigma Nus,
~nd Delta Phis, s~em at the present
time, to have a slight edge,
The schedule for the first round is
as follows:
February 10, at 4--Alpha Tau Kappa
vs. Neutral Blues.
February 10, at 5-Sigma Nu vs. St.
Anthony.
Februar y 12, at 4--Alpha Delta Phi
vs. Delta Phi,
February 12, at 5-Neutral Golds vs.
Delta Kappa Epsilon.
February 17, at 4--Psi Upsilon vs.
Alpha Chi Rho.

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
SHOWS IMPROVEMENT
Unlimited Cut List Increased
and Proportion of "Flunks"
is Much Smaller
·~

According to information given out
by Dean Hood, the scholastic standing
of the college at mid-years this year
is no lower than it was at this time
last year, when it was considered
especially favorab le. In spite of t he
crowded conditions of the laboratories
and the fears that the full dormitories would interfere with study, the
number of students on the unlimitedcut list has increased. I n February,
1930, there were 31 men on "unlimiteds," and at the present time this
number has increased to 34. Omitting t he fres hmen, who are not eligible for this list, we find that 15 per
cent. of t he upper classmen have attained an average of 85 or over in
their five highest courses, and this is
an increase of about 1 per cent. over
last year's record.
The number of students in the college in February, 1930, was 312, out
of which 93 were freshmen. At present the · total student enrollment is
351, and 123 of these are freshmen.
Last year there were 13 freshmen and
8 upper classmen on probation, this
year there are 16 freshmen and 5
upper classmen. The percentage of
men who are on probation in the
freshman class has decreased slightly since last year, even though the
actua.J number has risen.
So far this year eight men have
been required to withdraw because of
unsatisfactory records in scholarship.
This number includes seven freshmen
(Continued on page ~ . )

During the last few weeks there
has appeared on display in the library
an interesting showing of first editions of the works of George Borrow,
which were generously loaned by
Richardson Wright, Alpha Delta Phi
a nd member of t he class of 1910. Mr.
Wright, who is editor of "House and
Garden," in compiling a recent book
concerned with gypsies t hus had occasion to come in direct contact with
George Borrow, the first and greatest
of the gypsy scholars; hence the remarkable collection of first editions.
• Together with t he books are three
fragments of Borrow's manuscripts
a nd the fragment of an unpublished
poem. The most valuable of these is
a part of t he preface to t he second
edition of "Lavengro", Borrow's best
known book, the story of his life.
Chapters 37 and 38 of " Lavengro"
and part of chapter 4 of "Romany
Rye", the sequel to "Lavengro", are
the remaining fragment s.
As "Lavengro" tells us, Borrow
was born near Norfolk in 1803, was
educated in Norwich, and was much
influenced by William ·Taylor of that
city. A review of his pu blications,
as they appear in t he collection, gives
a very complete resume of his intellectual life.
His first book, "Celebrated Trials",
published in London in 1825, was
written in the poverty of his early
youth which he so vividly describes
in his autobiography. "Faustus", in
two volumes, translated, was another
production of this same year.
In 1826 appeared his "Romantic
Ballads", which was printed in · Norwich, and only 300 copies of which
found their way to London.
During his stay at St. Petersburg
from August, 1833, to August, 1855,
Borrow published a number of books.
In 1835 came his "Targum" and "The
Talisman." The first edition of the
later is remarkable, for it is unstitched and untrimmed.
"Majaro
Embeo Lucas" in 1837 was a gypsy
version of St. Luke's Gospel. "Zincali'' concerned itself with the gypsies of Spain, while "Tlie Bible in
Spain" immediately became one of the
most talked-of books of the year.
In 1851 the long awaite.d "Lavengro" appeared, fo llowed by "~many
Rye", as his ninth and tenth publications, respectively.
"The Sleeping Bard" and "Wild
Wales" appeared in the next few
years. "Wild Wales" was the story
of a trip taken by Borrow in company with his wife and daughter into
Wales. Near the end of his life came
"Romano Lavo-Lil'', the word book of
t he Romany or English G~psy Language; "The Turkish Jester." "The
Death of Balder" appeared posthum(Continued on page 5.)

FOOTBALL TEAM MEETS
SAME RIVALS AGAIN
Six Game Schedule is Not
,::xtended Despite Hopes
of the Students
The Trinity football team will play
the same opponents in 1931 that it
played this past season. Hopes for
an additional game disappeared when
the athletic advisory council failed to
approve of a game with St. John's
College at Annapolis, Maryland, on
the third Saturday in 'N ovember.
The 1931 schedule is as follows:
October 3-New York Aggies at Hartford.
October 10-Worcester Tech at Hartford.
October 17-Conn. Aggies at Hartford.
October 24-Haverford at Hartford.
October 31-Wesleyan at Middletown.
November 7-Amherst at Amherst.

The Trinity College Glee Club,
under the direction of Mr. A. Tillman
Merritt, will meet its first l'eal competition of the season when it appears
in the Intercollegiate Glee Club Contest, to be held Friday evening, February 27, in the Horace Bushnell
Memorial Auditorium. This contest,
the seventh of its kind, is sponsored
by the New England College Glee
Club Association, which numbers
among its members such clubs as
those of Wesleyan and Amherst, both
noted for the excellent quality of their
performances. The competition will
be the first in which the Trinity
group has been entered, the local club
having been but recently elected to
membership in the organization.
The ten colleges which have already
entered clubs in the contest are Amherst, Bowdoin, Clark, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Middlebury,
Trinity, University of Vermont, Wesleyan, Williams, and Worcester Tech.
As an added feature, the Hartford
Choral Club, under the direction of
Ralph L . Baldwin, will appear on the
progl'am with at least one selectioD.
The r ules governing the contest
state that each club shall sing one
song of its own choice, one of its
own college songs, and a song to be
named by the committee in charge.
The Trinity group has chosen Franz
Schubert's, "The Spectres' Dance", as
its first contest number; "Ad Trinitatem Sanctam", the words and music
of which were composed by Paul
Parsons, a Trinity graduate, has been
chosen as the college song. The words
to be used are a translation of the
original into Latin verse, by Professor Barret. The prize song, which
will be sung as a third number by
each group, is Edward Elgar's
"Feasting I Watch." In addition to
the above selections, the combined
clubs will sing Oley Speaks' "On the
Road to Mandalay", and, augmented
by the Hartford Choral Club, "The
Lost
Chord",
Arthur
Sullivan's
famous masterpiece.
Another section of the rules prohibits the appearance of any but the
students themselves, making it impossible for Mr. Merritt to conduct. For
this reason, tryouts have been held
until both the club and Mr. Merritt
agreed in their choice of a student
conductor, Paul H. Twaddle, '31.
The judges of the contest will be
Ralph L. Baldwin, leader of the Hartford Choral Club, and prominent in
Hartford musical circles, Channing
Lefebvre, and Mark Andrews, both
noted in New York for their work in
the musical field.
Tickets will be on sale at the Bushnell Memorial on February 14, and
all students are urged to attend, not
merely to support their own club, but
to take advantage of the opportunitJ
of hearing this remarkable music.
As the number appearing in the
contest is limited, only those who have
been l'egular in attending rehearsals
will be chosen. These rehearsals are
held twice weekly, Monday at 5, and
Fridays at 7.30.
Publicity for the contest is being
handled by the Hartford Chamber ol
Commerce, and pictures of all till
clubs will appear soon in the roto.
gravure section of the "Courant.'
The auditorium will blossom forth il
a galaxy of college banners and colon
for the occasion, lending an unusul
atmosphere to the hall.
In addition to entering this contest
the club plans to give recitals 1
several of the nearly high schools, 1
well as a concert in Alumni Hall, I
be neld in the near future.
The present officers of the club II
as follows : President, Willard Ljo~
quist; business manager, HoWII
Schmolze; assistant business manap
Marcus Garrison; librarian, Nathaul
Abbott; accompanists, T. Edward •
Dermott and Edward Nugent.
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ALUMNI NOTES

Streets

FOR MANY YEARS OUR
COAL

1861.
Colonel William S. Cogswell, one of
All m embe'rs of the Alumni
t he oldest living graduates of Trinity aTe 'requested to forwcLrd all
College, r ecently celebrated his nine- infat·mation
pertaining to
tieth birthday at his ·home in Jamaica, m embers
of the various
Long Island. Shortly after the Civil
classes to the Alumni SecWar he began his career a t law and retary. The editorial board of
has ser ved for many years as a trus- THE TRIPOD desires to keep
tee of Trinity.
em accurate 1'eco1·d of all
alumni news fM future edi1869.
The Rever end J acob LeRoy, Rector tions of the Alumni Notes.
Emeritus of the Church of St. Martin's-in-the-Field, Chestnut Hill, Penn1907.
sylvania, died unexpectedly at his
The Reverend Gerald A. Cunninghome on January 6, in his eighty-first
ham, Saint Anthony, rector of St.
year. He was formerly dean of the
John's Church, Stamford, Connecticut,
Germantown convocation.
has written a number of articles for
publication. One entitled, "Needed:
1873.
A Harmony Church", appeared in
The Reverend Frederick 0. Gran"The Churchman" (New York), and
nis, Rector Emeritus of St. Paul's
another, "The Church in the Modern
Church, St. Joseph, M'ichigan, died
W:orld", appeared in the November
last January 5, and was buried at
issue of "The Connecticut ChurchColumbus, Ohio. Wihen he was reman."
tired in 1925, he had completed his
1908.
fiftieth year as rector of St. Paul's.
Mr. Harvey C. Pond, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, general sales manag-er of the
1875.
The Hon. Joseph Buffington of the Arrow, Hart & Hegeman Electric
Third Federal Circuit Court was re- Company, of Hartford, has been
cently married to M!rs. Mary Fuller- elected to a directorship in that comton Jones of Dreghorn, St. David's, pany.
1910.
in Holy Trinity Church, Philadelphia.
Mr. Charles H. Bassford, viceIn point of service Judge Buffington
is dean of Federal judges, having president of the national fraterntty
been appointed to the Circuit Court of Alpha Chi Rho, died recently at his
by President Roosevelt twenty-five home in New Jersey.
Mr. John T. Cook, general manager
years ago, after he had served fourteen years in the District Court of of the Arrow, Hart & Hegeman Company of Hartford, was recently elected
Western Pennsylvania.
a director of that company.
1885.
1911.
A son, John Graham Gibson, III,
The Reverend Danforth Lobdell died
recently at the United States Vet- was born to Mr. and Mrs. William
erans' Hospital in Oteen, 'North Caro- Burr Gibson. Mr. Gibson, who is a
member of Alpha Delta Phi, has just
lina.
received the degree of Doctor of
1890.
Science at the University of Madrid.
The Reverend Anthon T. Gesner,
Mr. Gibson is one of the few Amerrector of the All Souls' Church of
icans who have accomplished this, as
WTaterbury for the past thirteen years,
in addition to the writing of a thesis
recently resigned to take over the
the aspirant to the degree must deparochial duties of his son-in-law, the
fend his thesis in a three-hour speech
Reverend Joseph N. Barrett of Oshin Spanish. In preparing the material
kosh, Wisconsin, who was recently
for his paper Dr. Gibson reorgani:lled
elected national chaplain of the Amerthe entire Devonian section of the
ican Legion.
National Museum of Spain.
1893.
1913.
H enry Hubbard Pelton, M.D., who
The engagement of Miss Merritt
died at his home in New York City
Page Beck, daughter of Mrs. William
late last fall, was a member of the
W. Beck of Baltimore, Maryland, to
Associates of the Engineer Corps, and
Mr. Robert W. Thomas, Jr., Alpha
a member of the Seventh Regiment.
Delta Phi, of Farmington Avenue,
F or many years he was president of
was announced on December 14.
the Riverside Practitioners' Society.
1915.
Charles H. Horne, one of the most
The Reverend Charles E. Craig-, Jr.,
prominent advertising agents on the
Pacific Coast, died recently at his Psi Upsilon, is now Acting Dean at
home in San Francisco. Mr. Horne Christ Church Cathedral, Lexington,
leaves a widow, Mrs. Olive Aldridge Kentucky, where his father and
!¥>rne, and a daughter, Miss Kath- grandfather both served for a combined term of eighty-three years.
erine Horne.
1918.
1899.
Mr.
Paul
Harding,
Alpha Delta Phi,
Francis H. Glazebrook, Alpha Delta
Phi, recently turned over to the New son of the late Bishop of Washington,
York Stock
Excltange,
after two and partner of the general insurance
years of work, a complete commercial brokerage firm of Grannis & Harding,
clinic for the free use of all emplo.y ees of Philadelphia, will umpire all proof the Exchange. Dr. Glazebrook fessional tennis matches to be played
was appointed to undertake this task by. William T. Tilden, former national
amateur singles champion of Ameron September 4, 1928.
ica. T4e matches will be staged in
all the leading cities from New York
1901.
James A;lbert Wiales, Alpha Chi to the Pacific coast.
1919.
Rho, president of the Wales AdverMr. Frederick P. Fish, former prestising Company, Inc., recently addressed the Geology Club of Hunter ident of the American Telephone &
College on "The Dynamic Geology of Telegraph Company, who received
the honorary degree of Doctor of
the Bermuda Islands."
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HARTFORD NATIONAL
BANK AND TRUST CO.
A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A.

GREAT CONVENIENCE.

Resources Over $40,000,000

1923.
A daughter,
Fayne Denise, was
TAILOR
born to Mr. and Mrs. Earle B. Anderson of New York City on January 16. EXCLUSIVELY for COLLEGE MEN

S. Z. TOBEY

With a Reputation of 30 Years'

Standin~r.

Cor. Washington and Vernon Sts.
1924.
Phone 6-1763.
Frank Stafford Jones, M.D., Iota
Kappa Alpha, who was married to
Miss Gertrude Felber of Winchester,
Massachusetts, on August 30, is now
associated with John ll. Sweet, M.D.,
10 CHAIRS.
of the class of 1910, as an orthopedic
8. Fltchner and G. Codraro, Proprietor-.
surgeon.
?.7 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.
1925.
Branch-2 Grove 8t., Old Times Bldg.
Mr. Samuel Fishzohn is now acting
as assistant to the director of the Educational Alliance, ·an o:qgan'ization
working in an effort to relieve the unemployed in New York City.
Mr. Robert St. John, Phi Gamma
Delta, editor of the "Cicero (Ill.)
Tribune," has figured prominently
with his brother, Arthur, editor of the
"Berwyn Tribune", in the activities
332 ASYLUM STREET
of the g-unman and racketeer, "Al"
Capone.
Telephone 7-1157
In "'AI' Capone, the Biography of
a Self-Made Man", appears the following quotation:
"Robert and Arthur St. John, brothers, were two newspaper editors Capone could neither bribe nor intimi- Stationers, Engravers, Printera
date. They fought him tooth and nail,
Robert edited the 'Cicero Tribune' and
Arthur the 'Berwyn Tribune', w e e k - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lies. Berwyn adjoined Cicero on the
west.
"Over the Rocks."
"Threats proving unavailing, Robert
SUITS
MADE TO ORDER.
was kicked and slugged by gangsters
CLEANING, PRESSING,
led by Capone in person. Arthur,
DYEING, REPAIRING
crusading against the invasion of vice
211 ZION STREET.
in Berwyn, was fired upon by a carload of men just before election day
and kidnapped. He was incommunicado for forty-eight hours, until ±he
polls closed.''
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
1929.
AND PAPER IWLERS
The Honorable Frederick C. Wal85 Trumbull Street
cott, United States Senator from ConHarHord. Conn.
necticut, who received the honorary
degree of Doctor of Science because of
work done in this state for the preservation of wild life and the conservation of natural resources, has presented to the United States Senate a
report outlining this same work carMain at Pratt St., Hartford
ried out on a national basis.
Mr. George D. Hardman, Alpha Chi
Rho, who was an instructor at St.
~S
A~bans School in Washington, D. C., I
is now at the General Theological I
~
Seminary in New York City.
~
i

HENRY ANTZ
BARBER SHOP

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
Arranged by
KEN MACKAY

PLIMPTON'S

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

THE SANITARY TAILOR

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.
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1930.
Mr. M:arcel L. Doublier, Psi Upsilon, is now at the Columbia School of
Law, in New York City.
Mr. J. Ronald Regnier, Alpha Chi
Rho, is attending the Yale Law School
in New Haven.
Mr. Edward T. Taggard, Alpha Delta Phi, is now at · the General Theological Seminary in \New York City.
Mr. Joseph Bienkowski is now at
the Harvard Medical School in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

~teiger's
MAN'S SHOP

;
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College Men
Prefer Our
HSylklyke"
Broadcloth
Shirts

-$1.55
2 for $3

I
§

-

White, Tan, Blue, Green
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COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
SHOWS IMPROVEMENT.
(Continued from page 2.)

SAINT ANTHONY WINS
THE S. T. MILLER CUP.
(Continued from page 1.)

and one junior. In spite of the fact Alumni Athletic T1·ophy, including
has given warmth and comfort to that our present freshman class has the results of the cross-country run
old Trinity. We handle the fin- thirty more members than last year's, and the squash tournament, is as follows: Saint Anthony, leading with 26
est grades of Coal produced.
the number of withdrawals because of points, Sigma Nu and Alpha Delta
low marks has remained the same. In Phi tied with 21 points apiece, Psi
general it can be seen from these Upsilon 13 points, Delta Kappa Epstatistics that the student body as a silon, Alpha Chi Rho, and the two
Offices- 3 ALBANY AVENUE whole is doing slightly better work Neutral teams 3 points. Alpha Tau
this year than at the same time a Kappa and Delta Phi have not as yet
218 PEARL STREET
year ago.
scored any points.
Call 2-3060

THE NEWTON TUNNEL
COAL COMPANY

~tubio

69 PRATT STREET, HARTFORD

Science from Trinity, died at his home
in Boston on November 7. Mr. Fish,
who originated the idea of the national telephone system, was a member of the Massachusetts State Board
of Education and a prominent member of the Bar Association.
1920.
Mir. Sidney D. Pinney, Alpha Chi
Rho, of W)ethersfield, has returned
for observation at the Peter Brent
Brig-ham ~ospital, in Boston.

®gben

SCHOOLS COMMITTEE IS
FORMED BY THE ALUMNI.
(Continued from page 1.)

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE

213 ZION STREET.
Dean Hood, the Alumni Secretary and
"Over the Rocks."
the President of the College Body, are
PRESCRIPTIONS AND DRUGS.
Robert H. Schutz, '89, of Hartford, The store where they cash your checks
vice-chairman; Sidney D. Pinney, '18,
of 'Wethersfield, and Henry S. Beers,
'18, of W~Cst Hartford, alumni memSTUDENT TAILORING
bers; John B. Meeker, '31, of WestPressing and Repairing
field, N. J., vice-chairman; Richard
At Reasonable Rates
C. M:ieloy, '32, of Detroit, secretary;
H. BORNSTEIN, Proprietor
(Continued on page 6.)
1279 BROAD STREET
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PROFESSOR SHEPARD'S READING
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is
Elsewhere in this issue·
an
account of the inauguration of the
new Schools Committee. I should like
to add a few words in explanation of
the idea behind the formation of this
Committee.
There has been at Trinity for a
great many years no. organized effort
of any kind to foster interest in the
· bl e su b -f res h College among desu·a
men. Sporadic efforts have been
niade by individual Alumni and by
fraternities to get good men from
time to time, but these efforts have
generally resulted from the need of
particular crowds at particular times
and have been largely directed towards satisfying such needs. Several
years ago an unofficial Inter-Fraternity Alumni Committee met in New
York and stirred up quite an agitation. Aside from memorializing the
Trustees on several matters, this
Committee came to the unanimous
conclusion that the question of personnel at Trinity must be approached
from the common ground of Trinity's
welfare, and that even the most
selfish considerations indicated the
positive necessity of acting together
for the common good. In the meantime President Ogilby has done what
he could personally to interest likely
sub-freshmen in college and Dean
Hood has tackled the problem with
characteristic vigor. But the job is
primarily one for Alumni administration, and with that in mind the Executive Committee of the Alumni Association has appointed the Schools
Committee, consisting of both graduate and undergraduate members, to
consider all phases of the question
and to formulate means of reaching
the best type of student.
We are fortunate at the present
time in having the advantage of an
awakened and growing Alumni in(Continued on page 6.)

One of the commonest sayings about a small college is that its
students have frequent opportunities for intimate contact with their
professors . Unfortunately, this saying bears a tinge of irony when
applied to Trinity College, for whil e students here make numer ous
acquaintances among their instructors they seldom go further.
Whether this abyss between teacher and student is the result of the
retiring disposition of the former or the somnolent disinterest of
the latter is not for us to decide: we merely make the observation.
Last Tuesday evening, a group of students and two professors
met together to close this breach, at least for a few hours . It is
possible that a few of the students showed their faces in the groundless fear that non-attendance would imperil their grades; but it is
certain that the majority, like the professors, were there not in
obeisance to duty, but in the hope of ell joying themselves .
The
meeting was an undeniable success: nearly everyone-biol ogy students, ministe1·s-to-be, devotees of economics, and men of more indescribabl e interests-achieved tobaccoed articulacy and kept the
THY ROD AND T HY C REEL, by
pot of contr over y seething continuously.
Odell Shepard. Published by
The edito1•s of THE TRIPOD welcome this activity . Reminding the readers of THE TRIPOD that t h ese Tuesday evening meetEdwin Valentine M itchell.
ings will be continued only until spring, and that they are open to
$2.00.
all Trinity students and their friends, they urge the taking of this
generously and earnestly offered opportunity for our enjoyment.
For t hat unfortunately large perc-entage of people who care for nothing in a book save its name, cover,
a nd a uthor , Professor Shepard's essay
THE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE
is a valuable acquisition. The cover is
The reputation of a college depends almost entirely upon the handsome, the name fascinating, and
q1,1ality of its students . Beautifu l dormitories, awe-inspiring chap- the author well-known. And yet even
els, inexhaustible libraries, Grecian stadiums, et cetera, all have
these, if they took the trouble to open
their place, but they are merely the physi cal aspects of any institution of learning. In the case of Trinity, with its small enrollment, the book, would unconsciously commit
we might add further that the character and ·ability of a student is an indiscretion, by their standards,
vastly more important to the life of the college than in the large for they would not only read the
universities where one is r ega rded in the throng as a m inute part entire contents of t-his almost too
of a huge machine.
brief essay, but they would return to
-Actions speak louder than words; and it takes but a few weeks
read
it again.
to discern those who possess the ability and the ambition to become
leaders. If twenty per cent. of the graduating classes are 1nen who
"Thy Rod and Thy Creel" is essenthink for themselves, and who have developed their critical powers
tially
concerned with angling, and yet
to such an extent that they can resist the infantile "bunkum" of
essentially
colored with much more
political and "brotherly love" organizations, then Trinity need have
than
a
mere
knowledge of the subject.
no fear for the future.
The formation of the Schools Committee by President O'Connor "I shall be content to write the ramof the Alumni Association is an important step in the direction of bling, idle, quite unpractical sort of
progress. We feel that its effects cannot help but be far reaching.
But the efforts of the committee to encourage men to enter Trinity book about fishing that I myself like
will be useless unless it has the support of every student on the to read by the fire in winter when
campus. In th is issue of THE TRIPOD there are two communica- the brooks are sealed, or by the
tions which present two diverse attitudes regarding the p r obl em of stream on drowsy noons-winding
Trinity's sub-freshmen. Nlthough we are inclined to agree with into and through the inexhaustible
the unknown Aureliu , that all fraternities should be represented
on the Committee, we feel sure that all difficulties between the lore of angling as a lazy brook goes
fraternities can be settled fairly by the Alumni Committee, and with through a meadow where the grass
the absence of malevolent or insinuating comment. Mr. O'Connor's is heavy and the reeds are high, paussentiments are unbiased. Certainly there are few who will disagree ing and deepening here and there but
that, "An institution which fails to e voke the loyalty and support
soon running free again with a glitter
of its undergraduates loses its appeal to both alumni and subfreshmen, and the vicious circle is hard to break ." At all events, of sun on the stickle. * * * The
meadow brook flows where it must,
Trinity Comes Before the Fraternities.

February 7, 1931.

To the Editor of THE TRIPOD.

1

YOUNG MEN'S
"SPALDING"
SHOE SKATES

0

Dear Sir:
As an undergraduate who is impartially interested in the future welfar
of Trinity, I should greatly appreciate your allowing sufficient space to
print my views concerning the movement now on foot encouraging prospective freshmen to choose Trinity as
their college. I refer to the Schools
Committee recently appointed by Mr.
Robert O'Connor, President of the
Alumni As~;ociation, with the assistance of President Ogilby, Dean Hood,
and William G. Brill, Alumni Secretary.
That the alumni, with the help of
severa1 un dergra dua t es, are a t 1as t
attempting an organized publicity
campaign to induce the best students
in the high schools and preparatory
schools to enter Trinity is indeed gratifying and commendable.
At last
Trinity is beginning to wake up and
use the methods of getting new students that have been practiced by her
sister colleges for the past ten years,
or more. However, excellent as the
aims of the Schools Committee are,
the present system has glaring faults
which certainly demand comment.
With the advice of three officials
of th e co 11ege, Mr. O'C onnor h as seen
fit to exclude members of three fraternities, two of them national organizations, from the Committee upon
which five other fraternities are already represented. In other words,
Mr. O'Connor and his advisers assume
that some fraternities at Trinity are
not worthy of representation in a
matter that concerns all the fraternities of the college. Perhaps the integrity of the dignitaries concerned
is unimpeachable, but at the same
time, there is nothing to stop the incoming freshman who has kept in
communication with the Committee
from thinking, · when he arrives at
Trinity, that those fraternities which
are not represented on the Schools
Committee, and of which he has here(Continued on page 6.)
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$900
spor t shop- street
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That ia
PERFECTLY PAST EURIZED.
Try It -

You'll Like It!

The Bryant &
Chapman
330 Woodland St.; Phone
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they chance to drift."
No author h as more closely followed
out his prefatory intention than P rofessor Shepard, for in t his passage
he has adr oitly summed t he total
expression of his essay. Dropping his
fly now in this eddy, now in that
pocket, he brings' from that inexhaustible lore of angling comments
by historical figures in this old sport
and mingles them with his own per:
tinent observations. There is clearly
apparent a thorough knowledge of the
subject, not only from history but
from much experience.
Yet it needs no angler to enjoy
these fascinating pages. There is nothing technical in them, and they are
filled with a philosophy and poetry
which only an enthusiasm for the outof-doors can bring. There is nothing
forced or complex, and the reader
feels expressed a fine understanding
for the subtler chords of life. It is
indeed such a book as the author
refers to when he says "The1·e can
never be too many books of that good,
honest, and leisurely kind."
Its
honesty, coming like a breath of fresh
air from stream, meadow, brook and
mountain, is indeed refreshing, and
the gracefully appropriate descriptive
passages are poignantly vivid.
For angler, philosopher , poet, or
sportsman, "Thy Rod and Thy Creel"
is a guide and companion, leisurely,
honest, and agreeable.
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yet in every rod and yard and foot of
itr. progress it looks, and no doubt
feels, free. So do I. * * * I shall let
my flies go where t hey will, searchjng
every eddy and pocket into which

()
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"The Kicking Habit,
formed in youth successfully, lays a foundation
fo r an unsuccessful after

l1'fe. "
J udge Josep h Buffington, '75.

PRINTING
OF THE BE TTER CLASS
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS

172 PEARLS
Publicat ion W ork a
LINOTYP E

THE .TRINITY TRIPOD

NEW BUILDING PROGRAM BLUE AND GOLD TEAM
\sPRING NECKWEAR-"You Know Our Kind"
PLANS ANNOUNCED DOWNS CLARK QUINTET! WDDD and

wac .

G. FOX & CO.
LEARBURY

College Clothes

$35
with 2 Trousers
The ou tstandi:J.g cor·
rectness o f L ear bury
season after seaso:J. has
won for us an envhble
!)OSition among college.

hich school and prep
men. Lcarbury is made
particula1!y · for College
men.

Blues · Tans -Greys

MEN'S
SHOP

THE HEUBLEIN
HOTEL

A most Satisfying
Hotel, catering to a
Select Clientele.
Rates Reasonable.
CLIFFORD D. PERKINS,
Proprietor.

Have you chosen
your life work?
Ix 'mll field of health service the Harnrd University Dental School-~• oldest dental school connected w1th any
university in tlie United States-offen
thorough well-balanced courses In all
branchee of dentistry. All modem equipment for practical work under super·
vlllon of men high in the profess~on.
Jfrila /ttr detail$ tmd odmii~OtJ r<:quir..
.u•ll to Lert11 M. S. Moner, Deu
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DBNTAL SCHOOL
Dept. 3 ,LoogwoodAn.,Boatoa,Mall.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N.C.

On October 1, 1931, carefully selected first and third-year students
will be admitted. Applications may
be sent at any time and will be considered in the order of receipt. Catalogues and application forms may be
obtained from the DEAN.

The New York Law School
(Chartet·ed 1891)
Three-year course leading to degree of LL.B.
Dwight System of instruction. Late afternoon
and evening sessions offering special opportunity to students who must or desire to support themselves by some business activity
during the day. Preliminary education requirement; satisfactory completion of at least
two years leading to the degree of A. B. or
B.S. at a college recognized by the New York
State Board of Regents.

Extension of Williams Memorial Home Team Shows Improvement ~
HATTERS- HABERDASHERS
Planned and Contract for
as Fast Passing Attack
HOTEL BOND
330 ASYLUM STREET
Dorm to be Awarded
Brings Victory
(Continued from page 1.)

(Continued from page 1.)

used as a practice organ. The construction of these will be started immediately.
During the Christmas recess President Ogilby had notices posted to the
effect that any man working on the
chapel might take a block of stone
of any size and carve in it anything
he wanted in the way of ornament,
decoration, portraiture, or caricature.
In March a jury will be appointed to
award prizes for the best carvings, and
all the blocks of stone that can be possibly used will be built into the ch~pel,
the workman being paid for his time.
The plans for a connection between
the administration wing and the west
wall of the chapel are now being
drawn by the architects, whereby the
administration building will be extended about forty feet, giving the
ground floor increased office space
and a large room for trustees and
faculty meetings. Above there will
be increased library space. Beyond
this extension there will be a triple
archway which will be the main entrance to the college. It is planned
to build above the archway an attractively finished room which will be
available for the use of the Senate
and Medusa.
The plans and specifications for the
new dormitory were submitted some
time ago to a selected group of seven
Hartford contractors. Their bids will
be submitted to McKim, Mead &
White of New York, and on Tuesday
morning, February 10, they will be
opened and the contract awarded. It
is presumed that the contractor who
gets it will begin work immediately. The specifications cover a
building of four sections, containing
rooms for sixty men, dining hall,
kitchen, cafeteria, and other necessary
rooms.
Two weeks ago President Ogilby
preached in the chapel of the St.
George's School in Newport, recently
built under the plans of Ralph Adams
Cram, and considered the best school
chapel he has ever designed. A week
ago Sunday he preached in the new
Princeton chapel, also designed by
Mr. Cram. President Ogilby would
not be quoted as comparing other
chapels with what the Trinity chapel
will be, but it is understood that he
is in no way worried.
Mr. and Mrs. Mather visited the
college on Tuesday, February 3, to
look over the chapel. Both were
greatly pleased with the progress of
the construction.

games this season. The team played
with more precision and confidence
now that its string of home victories
has been broken, and they were willing to play a bit slower and more deliberate game.
Captain Joe Fleming, who has been
bothered all season by a seeming nervousness, played once again in the
usual good form that :made him a
valuable member of the Trinity
basketball teams for the past two seasons. He scored six baskets from the
floor and made good on three out of
four foul tries.
Galino, Fleming's
running mate, was conspicuous for his
aggressive play, which was particularly effective in obtaining the ball
for Trinity on the tap-offs.
Julie
Glynn played a smart brand of basketball in the back court, passing effectively to the forwards who were in
scoring position and working the ball
up the floor by his shifty dribbling.
The generally good passing of the
team was very encouraging, but one
of its glaring faults is still the center
position.
Robert Daut, freshman
from Philadelphia, was started at the
pivot position, but because of nervousness his play was not up to
standard. Dan Andrus played a better brand of ball. than he has all season, and it is hoped that by tomorrow
night these men will be sufficiently
improved so that they will be able to
hold Chubbuck, scoring ace of the
Connecticut Aggies.

Clothing by
Hickey-Freeman and
Fashion Park

STACKPOLE-MOORETRYON COMPANY
115 ASYLUM STREET

(Continued from page' 2.)

Totals,

Storrs, on March 13. The topic for
debate has not been decided.
As the debaters will have enough
to keep them busy during the next
few weeks, it was moved that all negotiations for a dual event with the
Connecticut College for Women, in
New London, be cancelled. A debating squad was chosen to work together for the next few weeks in preparing the various members of the team.
They are: Messrs. Jacobson, Isherwood, Sharkey, Muenchinger, Cookson, McKee, and Harrison.
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COUNCIL PROPOSES NEW
RULES FOR RUSHING.
(Continued from page 1.)
their choices more freely.
President John B. Meeker, '31,
speaking of the work accomplished so
far by the Interfraternity Council,
emphasized the importance of the
strict obeyance of the plan by each
house. He stated that it was a gentleman's agreement, successful only
through the cooperation of each
fraternity. The former methods of
"cut-throat" rushing, employed for
many years at Trinity, often proved a
curse to the freshman thus pledged
as well as to the house itself. Last
year's plan he called only moderately
successful, and he hopes that the proposed system of sealed bids and the
Council's regulation of pledging will
prove a blessing to the freshmen of
next fall.

BORROW MANUSCRIPTS
EXHIBITED IN LIBRARY.
(Continued from page 2.)

Clark.

F. Pts. ously in 1889, translated from the
0 Danish of Johannes Evald.
0
0
0
In looking at these valuable first
Colbert,
2 editions and in reading the works <;>f
0
Brierly, lg,
2 the author himself we are inclined
0
Ponadebian,
13 to accept the words of his bookseller:
3
Bowes, c,
2
2
Kaplan, rf,
"The life, folk-lore, customs, and
1
3 traditions of the gypsies had always
Adams,
0
0 attracted BolToV,.:, and having mixed
Johnson, lf,
4 so intimately with them and worked
0
O'Toole,
so hard to bring the Scriptures into
26 their lives, he was able to give to the
6
10
Totals,
Referee, Coyle, time of halves, 20- world these striking descriptions that
.bear the stamp of genius."
42 minutes.

!O'Connor, rg,

G.
0
0
1
1
5
0
1
0
2

ALUMNI SUBSCRIPTION BLANI(
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On your radio tonight ..• lis·
ten to Lorna Fantin, famous
numerologist. She'll tell you
how names and dates affect
success in business, love or
marriage. A real radio thrill.

I enclo e One Dollar ($1.00) , for which please send me THE TRINITY
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c-ertain Baron Kubie had other ideas
concerning these fossils. This learned
man, who was Professor of Vertebrate
Anatomy at the Jardin des Plants, in
Paris, found out that although the
fossils were slightly different from
their modern counterparts, they were
ba;oically the same. In his attempt to
reconcile these discoveries with creationism, the main principle of which
was that we were exactly the same
as Adam, the experimental creation
theory was born.
Dr. Lull objected to this theory on
the grounds that it suggested an experimental creator, one who, having
produced a very crude product,
decided that it was no good and tried
again and again until twenty-seven
such creations were necessary before
He was satisfied. This, Dr. Lull said,
was not his idea of an omnipotent
credor.
Dr. Lull then stated his idea of the
creation. This idea embodied the third
theory of creation, potential creation
of which Evolution is the principle.
Dr. Lull believes that the earth, it&
laws, and matter were created simultaneously, and that God had so magnificently outlined His work that it
evolved until it reached p-erfection.
This idea is not irreverent as it gives
even greater glory to God.
Speaking of William Jennings
Bryan's statement that evolution is a
guess and that had it been spoken of
as guess rather thim a hypothesis, it
would never have caused any commotion, Dr. Lull said that there was not a
single thing in nature opposed to
evolution and that evolution was not
a guess but a statement backed by
innumerable facts.
"Evolution," concluded Dr. Lull, "is
the name of a magnificent process in
which animals and plants have come
into being. The world evolved and
was not created (in the strict sense) .
It has rather grown than come into
being suddenly."
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ATHENAEUM SOCIETY
TO DEBATE BUFFkLO U.

For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary,
215 West Twenty-third Street, New York City.
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Showing an improvement in style
of play, the Blue and Gold Junior
'varsity team outclassed the W:est
Hartford Boys' Cluo five with a final
score of 20 to 14. During the first
half of the game both team& were
evenly matched, as the W'est Hartford men, with close guarding kept
down the Jayvees scoring machine;
both sides demonstrated fast floor
work.
Fritzson and Devoe in the
back court played consistently, feeding in fast passes to the forwards.
Carey, at center, played his usual
steady game, following up backboard
shots to good advantage.
For the
visitors, Fanley and McClure, the latter a Trinity ineligible, showed good
form.
The summary:
Trinity.
F. Pts.
G.
Galino, lf,
1
3
2
Houlihan,
1
0
15
Fleming, rf,
3
6
2
Duksa,
0
2
Zujco,
0
0
0
Daut, c,
0
0
0
Andrus,
2
0
4
Glynn, lg,
1
2
0
2
Bialick, rg,
0
4
Meier,
0
6
3

PROF. LULL SPEAKS IN
THE COLLEGE CHAPEL.
(Continued from page 1.)
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD
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I1 COMMUNICATIONS

I

•;•-c-o-o-o_o_ o _ o _~•!•
' inued fro m page 4, column 2.)
(Cont

terest in Tr inity and her personnel.
Last f all 57 men were brought t o
colleg e a s the results of direct effort s
of the F aculty, Alumni, and Undergradua t es. This accounts pr imarily
for t he high calibre of the Freshman
Class and in par t results f rom and in
part a dds to the interest and pride of
the un der graduates in th eir College.
An institut ion which fails to evoke
the loyalty and s upport of its underg r aduates loses its appeal to both
Alum ni a nd sub-Freshmen and the
vicious circle is extraordin arily dif f icult to break. When Alumni a nd
Undergr aduates are both worki ng for
a College it can hardly fail to prosper.
The Schools Committ-ee is designed
to serve as t he medium for cpordinating t he efforts of Alu mni and Under graduates towards building up th e
personnel at Tr inity. It has been
composed as far as is humanly possible to obviate t he dang-ers of
partisanship, and to give it a really
broad outlook. It is pledged t o give
its most loyal service to Trinity and I
may add that it will demand a great
deal of its members' ener gy and t ime .
. I want to bespeak a fa ir reception and
a who le-hearted support of its .activ_ities.
Yours very trul y,

?•
Which of these cigarettes
is · the · tallest - but maybe
you're on to this one!

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
·.

BUT

YO.UR .TASTE

tells the Truth/

R. B. O'CONNOR, '16,
President, Trinity College
Alumni Association.

M I LDER . • . ANO
BETTER TASTE

**
(Continued from page 4, column 3.)
tofore heard nothing, are unworthy
of responsibility.
It is far from my intention to cast
reflections upon the characters of the
undergraduates active on the Committee, but the present plan of accumulating information regarding prospective freshmen affords too much of a
temptation to members to use information obtained in the interests of
their particular fraternities . Wh y has
the Alumni Secretary suggested to
the members of the Interfraternity
Council t hat the list of prospective
students be kept secret? Is it not
true that the secretary of this newlyformed organization, worthy as he is
of his position, is the only member of
the Committee who has complete access to all records and correspondence? These questions cry aloud for
answers.
I judge that furt her comment upon
the alumni plan is unneccessary, as it
is easy to tear down the wor k of
others, but hard to rebuild what has
been demolished.
The Committee should be supported.
But let its conduct merit such support
as it asks.

© 1931, L rGGI!:TT & MYERS ToBAcco Co.

SCHOOLS COMMITTE E IS
F ORMED BY THE ALUMNi.
(Continued from page 3.)
Thomas R. Stumpf, '32, Forest Hills,
N. Y. ; Lewis A. Wadlow, Jr., '33, of
BaJa, Pa.; James C. Warwick, '32, of
Beechurst, L. I . ·
I n making the committee of this
size the Alum ni Associatio n President
had in mind a group small enough to
be efficient, but he desires to have all
members of the college body hold
themselves in readiness to cooperate
in any work that t hey may be requested to do.

THE TRINITY
COLLEGE
COMMONS
Under the
Direction of
Mrs. Kaiser
Quick Service, Good Food,
Reasonable Rates

Definit ion.
Son-"Pop, what is college bred?"
Father-"College bred, my son, is
Yours very truly,
made from the flour of youth and the
AURELIUS dough of old age."

ANNOUNCEMENT

Board-$7.50 a Week

FLY

PATRONIZE

R. G~ BENT CO.

THE
TRINITY

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

COLLEGE
UNION

93 Edwards Street
Hartford, Conn.

WITH

BIG REDUCTION SALE ON
ALL TAILOR-MADE GARMENTS
BY

SAM SLOSSBERG
The Well-l(nown ·Trinity Tailor
Corner Lincoln and Broad Streets, Hartford, Conn.

Tel. 5-1436.

Descomb
Flying Service
Flying Instruction.
Long and
Short Distance Flights,
Open and Closed Plane.
Call-5-9354

THE COLLEGE STORE
,
THE P LACE OF ACCOMMODAT ION
M. W. SCHER, Proprietor.
44 Vernon Street,

H art ford, Conn.

THE BONNER MARKET
We have the Best in all lines of

Groceries and Meats
Phone 6-6548

243 Zion St.

STEINMEYER'S
SMART HABERDASHERY
at

123 PEARL STREET

D. F. BURNS COMP
654 PARK STREET

Groceries and Meats

